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Abstract—In this paper, we present a lightweight defense
mechanism against VoIP attacks, called VoIP Shield, that can
detect counterfeit or MITM modified messages as well as replay
attacks without ever changing the underlying VoIP protocol. We
then empirically tested our design in conjunction with deployed
Vonage VoIP services against a large body of attacks including
billing, call redirection, voice pharming, and complex MITM
exploits. The results demonstrate that advanced VoIP protection
is practical, lightweight, and can be deployed even in systems
where software upgrades are impossible.

Index Terms—VoIP; SIP; Billing; Call Redirection; Defense;

I. INTRODUCTION

Our previous research [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] on leading
US residential VoIP services (e.g., Vonage and AT&T who
have had 53.9% and 5.5% of US residential VoIP market share
respectively [7]) has demonstrated that currently deployed
VoIP systems are far from secure and trustworthy. Specifically,
we have empirically demonstrated that a MITM (man-in-
the-middle) could transparently redirect any VoIP calls from
targeted Vonage and AT&T VoIP subscribers to any phone
chosen by the attacker. For instance, this could route a call
from Citibank customer service to a fraudulent representative
even if the caller dials the authentic Citibank customer service
number. Given this, even the most cautious customers could
be tricked into giving out sensitive information (e.g., account
info, credit card number, PIN). Furthermore, our research [4]
has empirically shown that a remote attacker who is thousands
of miles away from the attack target could become the MITM
even if he was not initially in the path of the victim’s VoIP
traffic. Therefore, the identified security vulnerabilities in
currently deployed VoIP services are much more realistic than
people previously thought in general.

One major challenge for current VoIP systems to face in
defending against identified exploits is the difficulty to update
underlying VoIP protocols used by the currently deployed VoIP
providers. Not only does it takes years to standardize any
VoIP protocol, but also the vendors are reluctant to upgrade.
Therefore, it is desirable to have mitigation that does not
require any changes to the existing protocols.

With such goals in mind, we present a practical VoIP attack

mitigation system, called VoIP Shield, that can transparently
protect currently deployed, vulnerable VoIP systems from
almost all exploits we have identified without any changes
on the protected VoIP systems. Essentially the VoIP shield
is a thin proxy that transparently adds the missing security
protection to VoIP traffic between the protected VoIP client
and server. We have empirically validated the effectiveness of
the VoIP shield with Vonage VoIP services and it can shield
the vulnerable Vonage VoIP client from 22 otherwise working
SIP-based exploits. In the remaining 23rd case, DNS poisoning
based, while the VoIP shield does not block the poisoning, it
does prevent the SIP attack from being successful.

II. BACKGROUND

There is a significant body of pre-existing offensive and
defensive SIP research. Geneiatakis et al. [8] examined several
potential security problems in SIP and listed several potential
threats (e.g., DoS attack) and their remedies. However, they
did not consider any of the transparent call diversion attacks
described in [3]. Cao and Malik [9] analyzed potential security
threats to VoIP without empirical demonstration, and recom-
mended the best practice.

This paper is the counterpart to a large body of offensive
research previously conducted by our team. These attacks form
the body of experiments we used to gauge the effectiveness
of the VoIP shield. For instance, Zhang et al. [1] empirically
demonstrated that users of currently deployed VoIP services
are vulnerable to billing attacks, which incur overcharges
to the victims on calls they have made. Wang et al. [3]
systematically studied the trust of current SIP-based VoIP and
demonstrated that a MITM can transparently redirect or divert
any targeted Vonage and AT&T VoIP call to any VoIP device
chosen by the attacker. Furthermore, Zhang et al. demonstrated
that a remote attacker could launch all kinds of MITM based
attacks on VoIP even if he is not initially in the path of the VoIP
traffic. They also demonstrated [5] that a MITM or remote
attacker could transparently: 1) hijack selected E911 calls and
impersonate the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP); 2)
spoof the voicemail servers of both the callee and the caller
of selected VoIP calls; and, 3) make spam calls to VoIP
subscribers even if Do Not Disturb is enabled.978-1-4673-0269-2/12/$31.00 c© 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1: The VoIP shield provides transparent protection against exploits between SIP user agents, even for existing implementations without modifications.

On the defense side, Arkko et al. [10] proposed a new
way for negotiating the security mechanisms (e.g., IPSec [11]
and TLS [12] HTTP authentication [13]) used between a SIP
UA and its next-hop SIP entity. Reynolds and Goshal [14]
proposed a multi-layered protection scheme against flooding
DoS attacks on a VoIP network. The DoS detection method
was based on measuring the difference between the number
of attempted connection establishments and the number of
completed handshakes. Wu et al. [15] proposed a stateful, cross
protocol VoIP intrusion detection system, called SCIDIVE,
to detect attacks on VoIP systems. Sengar et al. [16], [17]
extended the cross protocol VoIP intrusion detection method
by using Hellinger distance to detect flooding DoS attacks
that may use a combination of SIP, RTP and IP streams.
Specifically, the learning phase of their detection method trains
with the normal traffic pattern and the detection phase uses
the Hellinger distance to detect abnormal deviations from the
normal behaviors. While existing VoIP defense mechanisms
help to protect VoIP systems, none of them are able to detect
or prevent the unauthorized call redirection attacks presented
in work [3] which, as detailed later, our VoIP shield can.

Salsano et al. [18] evaluated the performance of SIP di-
gest authentication and showed that implementing SIP digest
authentication would incur significant processing overhead.
McGann and Sicker [19] analyzed several VoIP security tools
and showed that there is a large gap between known VoIP
security vulnerabilities and the tool’s detection capability.

III. VOIP SHIELD

The VoIP shield provides protection against malicious SIP
packet manipulation between the end user and their proxy
server. The VoIP shield is a lightweight SIP aware transparent
gateway that augments the current SIP protocol and can be
deployed on any existing VoIP network without changes to
the user agent (UA) code.

The most basic structure of the VoIP shield consists of
at least two shields with a pre-distributed shared key: one
adjacent to the end user, called the phone shield, and another
adjacent to the end user’s proxy server, called the server shield,
as in figure 1. A server shield is capable of pairing with
many phone shields, but each phone shield can only pair
with a single server shield. We use pre-shared keys so that
no sophisticated key management or distribution system is
needed. As detailed later, a cryptographic hash function uses
the key to generate a message authentication code (MAC).

Alternative methods, such as hash-based MAC (HMAC), could
be substituted, but were not evaluated in our proof of concept
in order to focus on functionality and performance. The MAC
is appended to all SIP packets between the shields and allows
each shield to authenticate the origin of the message and verify
that the message is unaltered. If the MAC indicates a fake
or altered packet, then it is dropped, otherwise the MAC is
stripped off and the message is forwarded to the UA.

We implemented both the phone and server shields on dual
homed FreeBSD transparent gateways by modifying packets
as they traverse the packet filter, ipfw, using the divert sockets
kernel module. A more transparent version could be made
with an ethernet bridge, but we observed that divert sockets
breaks ethernet bridge functionality when the packets are re-
injected into the networking stack. An alternative would be
bpf, FreeBSD’s raw packet filter, or a custom kernel module.
We may consider this in the future, but for now our version
is functionally the same yet more platform agnostic, as divert
sockets is supported on a variety of Unix platforms.

If arriving packets match a firewall rule specifying SIP
traffic, then the kernel module writes them to a raw socket.
Divert sockets stores the packet’s arrival interface name within
the unused socket data structure, sin.sin_zero. We use
this metadata in userspace to determine if the packet is from
the trusted (the shielded UA) or untrusted network.

The VoIP shield remains invisible to potential malicious
agents while filtering all VoIP traffic. The ideal location for
this is the UA’s next hop, but it is also acceptable to locate the
shield anywhere between the UA and its last trusted hop. For
instance, if you only need to protect traffic while it is routed
through an established untrusted network, then the shield may
be installed at the UA’s side of that network’s edge.

Once the VoIP shield function receives the packet and its
metadata (length, maximum length, shield mode, trusted origin
flag) the code enters into a scope that has access to a packet
modification and SIP parser library that we designed. The
first step is to use the trusted origin flag to determine which
direction the packet is headed.

If the message m is from the UA, then the shield will tag it
with MAC a to make m′, i.e. m′ = m+ a, and forward this
along. MAC a is the SHA-1 hash H of the concatenation of
message m and the pre-shared key k, i.e. a = H(m+ k).

For Vonage, replay prevention is accomplished though ex-
isting nonces that are SIP tags within m. We relied on this
observation of the Vonage protocol to greatly simplify our



Fig. 2: Call Redirection attack. A’s VoIP shield is omitted for space. C’s
VoIP shield does not have to be paired with the server shield shown. If C is
innocent, then C’s VoIP shield detects the fake Invite. If C is malicious, then
the server shield detects the fake 180 Ringing and 200 OK packets.

design. For other service providers, the combination of the
call ID and the call sequence number is sufficient.

Since the MAC is a known length and at a known location—
the tail of m′—the program can easily extract the components.
The program calculates the hash H of the concatenation of m
and the pre-shared key k. If the hash does not equal a, then
the packet is fraudulent and dropped.

Valid messages are parsed for call ID and call sequence
number. The SIP call ID is an alphanumeric string and domain
or IP address that uniquely identifies calls. The call sequence
number is a monotonically increasing integer that allows a
logical ordering of signals independent of arrival time for the
session. This couplet roughly defines the current state of the
call. The VoIP shield maintains a list of previously seen call
IDs and their last known call sequence number. If a call ID
has been previously seen and the call sequence is not greater
than latest seen, then m is dropped.

We have observed that our Vonage UAC employed the same
call ID and sequence number for Registration messages and a
special exception exists for this case. Otherwise at this point
in the program all invalid messages will have been dropped,
and any valid m is forwarded to the shielded UA.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We have tested the VoIP shield in conjunction with deployed
Vonage VoIP services against 23 previously developed VoIP
attacks, listed in this section. The VoIP shield successfully
defends against 22 and prevents advanced functionality of the
23rd (Vonage DNS Hijacking [4]).

The experimental environment consisted of five virtual
machines: a Windows installation with the Vonage softphone;
a VoIP shield gateway; a second VoIP shield, the server shield,
stationed at the network edge closest to the proxy server; a
MITM; and, a remote attacker. The adversaries were on the
network between the phone and server shields. The server
shield had a secondary duty of protecting the commercial
networks by blocking outgoing unethical packets.

For space we detail four attacks, each representative of a
group within the total 23 attacks. The first, Fake Call [1],
represents attacks which do not employ a MITM. Others in
this group are Nuisance Call [2] and Caller Spoofing [1]. In
Fake Call, the remote attacker rings a victim’s SIP phone with
spoofed caller ID information. When the victim answers, the
attacker records the victim’s audio stream. The VoIP shield
protects against this attack because the attacker cannot create
the necessary hash to append to the spoofed Invite packet.
When A’s shield sees the invalid hash, it knows that the packet
is not from its proxy and drops the packet.

The second detailed attack is Extended Caller Side Callee
Redirection [3], representing attacks where a MITM trans-
parently forwards calls to an arbitrary third party. This also
includes: Callee/Caller Side Callee Redirection [3], as with
E911 [5]; Callee/Caller Side Voicemail Capture [5]; Voicemail
Server Spoofing [5]; and, Voicemail PIN Capture [5].

Extended Caller Side Call Redirection highlights the VoIP
shield’s effectiveness against more complex attacks. Our ex-
periment redirected outgoing calls for a telephone banking
service. If redirected, the remote bot uses voice PIN code
prompts we recorded from the same bank we pretend to be.
The victim enters their PIN, the bot records this via the RTP
stream, then gives a generic error to have the caller hang up.

Given the level of transparency with which a MITM would
be capable of performing the redirection, this attack provides
an excellent proof bed to show VoIP shield resiliency. As in
figure 2 (except that C is malicious), the shield stops the attack
on the first fraudulent packet without any assistance from the
proxy server. Depending on T’s implementation, the precise
packet is either the fraudulent 180 Ringing or 200 OK. The
packets’ hashes indicate to A’s VoIP shield that they were not
calculated by A’s proxy’s shield, and therefore dropped.

Other MITM attacks protected as in the above groups
are Realtime Caller ID Spoofing [2] and the billing attacks,
which include: Invite Replay Billing [1]; Fake Busy Billing
Callee/Caller [1]; Bye Delay Billing Callee/Caller [1]; and,
Bye Drop Billing Callee/Caller [1]. Two somewhat related
MITM attacks, Busy and Bye Termination [1], rely on DoS.
For the billing and termination attacks, the VoIP shield drops
all attack packets, but the attacker’s goal of extending the
billing period or DoS is still accomplished, due to uncontrol-
lable issues inherent to network design related to packet loss,
such as the two army problem. Similarly, while the Vonage
DNS Hijacking [4] uses non-SIP signals and is undetectable
by the shield, the attacker must then send SIP signals to
initiate any advanced features. All these packets are detected
as fraudulent and dropped, protecting the UA.



Fig. 3: Registration Hijacking attack. The server’s VoIP shield detects the
fake registration.

The third detailed attack, Registration Hijacking [2], demon-
strates escalating any remote attacker into an MITM, as shown
in figure 3. An existing MITM intercepts a Register and
forwards it to the remote attacker, T. After changing the
Register IP address and port number to reflect its information,
T sends the modification to A’s proxy, which subsequently
sends A’s signals to T. Taken further T can coordinate with A’s
MITM to establish itself as A’s proxy and become a MITM.
With a proxy shield, T’s Register modifications are detected
and the packet is dropped, preventing the hijack.

The fourth detailed attack is Remote Wiretap [4] and
illustrates the VoIP shield’s effectiveness against extraordinary
attacker advantage. The MITM intercepts A’s Invite to B. The
MITM changes the SDP RTP IP address and port number
to point to a remote attacker T, then forwards this modified
Invite to B. B now believes that in order to talk with A it must
send its RTP stream to T. B sends a 200 OK to A which is
intercepted by the MITM. The MITM also changes this SDP
RTP IP address and port number to point to T, and forwards
this modified 200 OK to A. A now believes that in order to
talk with B it must send its RTP stream to T. T can hear both
sides, and as long as it forwards each side to the other A and
B have no clue they are being eavesdropped on.

This is a different story with the shield enabled. If the MITM
is adjacent to A, then the modified Invite will have an invalid
hash when it arrives at A’s proxy and will be dropped. If the
MITM is adjacent to B, then the modified invite will have an
invalid hash when it arrives at B and will be dropped. In both
circumstances the attack is successfully detected and blocked.

V. CONCLUSION

People depend on credible voice communication for many
critical and sensitive demands, such as emergency 911 and
financial service calls. However, currently deployed VoIP ser-
vices have serious security vulnerabilities that allow attackers
to transparently spoof, hijack or redirect targeted VoIP calls.
For instance, a victim could end up talking to a fraudulent
customer representative collecting private data even if dialing

the authentic number. These VoIP exploits could shake the
long-held trust people have in voice communication.

As a mitigation of these attacks for currently deployed VoIP
systems, we have designed the VoIP shield—a mechanism
which does not require any changes to the underlying VoIP
protocols and can be deployed even when software modifica-
tion is not an option. We have empirically validated the VoIP
shield with leading VoIP service provider implementations.

Our experimental results demonstrate that the VoIP shield
defeats all 22 SIP-based exploits tested. While it does not
block a 23rd DNS-based attack, it does prevent the attack from
achieving its SIP related goals. This practical, lightweight, and
effective methodology provides a reasonable way to alleviate
dependence on current and future producers of VoIP software
which may be unable to maintain up-to-date security.
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